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Fabulosity (n): 1: a state of everything that is fabulous 2: a quality ascribed to that which
expresses glamour, style, charisma, power, and heartKimora Lee Simmons knows what it
means to have fabulosity -- and she wants to tell you how to get it.In this empowering new book,
Kimora -- a top model, wife of hip-hop legend Russell Simmons, mother to two daughters, a
national media presence, and president and creative director of the multimillion-dollar Baby Phat
company -- shares her personal secrets of success and fabulosity.Kimora knows that in today’s
ultracompetitive world, it’s not enough for women just to be smart or dress well. With too much to
do and competition everywhere, the savvy woman must know how to combine feminine glamour
with professional power, business ambition with personal values, and confidence with heart.
Kimora is the living picture of all these things.What are Kimora’s secrets to achieving her goals,
her signature fabulosity? One is her ability to identify and build upon her own unique talents and
strengths. In Kimora’s case, she brilliantly combined the two worlds she knows best -- the high
fashion and hip-hop scenes -- to create Baby Phat, her ultrasuccessful hip-hop inspired lifestyle
brand.How do you uncover and develop your own special talents? Kimora shares her step-by-
step guide to achieving your wildest dreams, including her 16 laws of success, which cover
everything you need to become the woman you want to be.Whether you’re college-educated or
street smart, just starting out or at the top of your game, Fabulosity has something to say to you.
Learn how to cultivate Power, Independence, Confidence, and Positivity in everything you do,
whether it’s finding Mr. Right, snagging that corner office, or rocking the latest fashion trend.
Packed with useful lessons and Kimora’s personal tips, this book will be your instruction manual
to empowering yourself, turning your individual talents into permanent success, and unleashing
your inner fabulosity.



Kimora Lee SimmonsFabulosityWHAT IT ISandHOW TO GET ITThis is for Ming Lee, Aoki Lee,
and women everywhere. Smile, be uplifted, and be happy. I love and feel you. You inspire
me.Fabulosity (n) 1. a state of everything that is fabulous. 2. a quality ascribed to that which
expresses glamour, style, charisma, power, and heart.ContentsPhotographic
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is me as a baby…. I’m already thinking of how to define fabulosity!Mommy and me, then and
nowOne of my first campaigns, United Colors of Benetton. ©1990 by Benetton Group SpA–
Ph.O.ToscaniRussell and me on our wedding day in St. Barts, December 1998Here’s a shot of
me with one of my best friends from school, Shani.Ming Lee and me with one of my favorite
singers, the fabulous Ms. Gladys KnightOprah’s white tie Legends Ball 2005Me and my babies’
daddyFamily portrait from St. Barts, Christmas 2002This is one of my favorite covers, shot on
location in Malaysia. © 2005 by Harper’s Bazaar Opposite: Mommy, Ming Lee, and Aoki Lee (in
the belly) on the beach. I was nine months pregnant!© 2003 by Niche Media LLCMing Lee and
me at the finale of the Baby Phat Fall 2002 show—I was four months pregnant! © 2002 by Baby
PhatOpposite: My first sneaker ad for the Diva sneaker. So sexy, so fun, so naked! © 2004 by
Baby PhatIn all the Baby Phat ads I try to share my lifestyle with the consumers and try to
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RatnerMy first fragrance ad (Goddess). © 2005 by Mario SorrentiIntroductionWITH THE FIRST
checking account I opened, I wrote myself a check for a million dollars. I remember the moment
clearly. One day, after getting home from a fashion shoot, I sat down at my desk in a very
businesslike manner, opened my purse, and filled in a seven-figure check to myself. I left an
open date on the top—so I could cash it at any point in the future—and signed it with a flourish of
purple ball-point pen at the bottom. Then I tore it out of the checkbook and put it in my treasure
box with all my other important papers and letters, where it sat, maturing like a bottle of fine red
wine.I’d been modeling for several years at that point and was earning nice money—though
certainly not a million dollars kind of money. But I guess you could say I was inspired to dream



big. Fashion was a glamorous industry full of very successful people; I’d glimpsed the
opportunities that awaited anyone with vision and determination. And I thought, quite naturally, “I
want that success for myself.”I never told anyone about my purple-lettered check because they
would’ve thought it was silly, a teenage version of those games we all used to play as kids where
we pretended to be travel agents and schoolteachers with fake forms and toy stamps. But I
wasn’t goofing around! To me, that check stood for something big. I wrote it as a kind of promise
to myself, a statement of intent about what I wanted to manifest in my future. I don’t think I’d read
any books about “creative visualization” or “how to make dreams become real” back then. For
me, it was just this intuitive thing. By writing down my outlandish-seeming goal and by doing it on
an official bank document with my signature on it, I was telling myself, “This is going to happen,
and it’s just a matter of time!” And so it was. I still have that check. The difference is that today I
could cash it any time I want.Now, don’t worry, this isn’t going to be some new agey motivational
book. I am hoping to encourage you to dream big and live large, but I’m a practical girl at heart—
there’s nothing hokey in here about doing trust falls with your friends or fire walking through your
fears. Officially, I have zero degrees in the art of telling anyone else how to live. I’m not a life
coach or a self-help guru; I don’t claim to be an expert! What I do claim to be is a girl from
Missouri who was once a total misfit, but who imagined herself to be a million-dollar woman. A
girl who worked hard toward a big goal in an unconventional way, made something of the
challenges and opportunities that crossed her path, and ultimately became a million-dollar
woman with a full and meaningful life.I truly believe in the idea “Everything you can imagine is
real” because it seems like that’s what happened to me. That motto means that all the
possibilities are already out there waiting to be claimed by each person; if you can let yourself
dream enough to visualize them and see that they exist, you’ll figure out a way to start
connecting the dots and realize them.So listen up people! This book is my handbook to
happiness—let’s call it my “philosophy of fabulosity.” It’s about self-empowerment and self-
reliance as much as it is about glitz, glamour, flamboyance, and fun. It’s my guide to the modern
girl’s life, which I think should mean carving out your own path to success, no matter where you
come from and what you want to achieve: creating an image that is stylish and powerful and
figuring out how to use your power to get where you need to be in public and personal realms. In
the sixteen laws that follow, I won’t be telling you how to turn your pillowcases into shirts or whip
up dinner for four in ten minutes. I want to share some ideas on how I got where I am today and
give you my thoughts on creating a fulfilling and successful life for yourself; I call it “fabulosity,”
and I think every woman deserves it.In a way, this is just a new version of the age-old American
Dream. It speaks to a new generation—and scares the old guard, who call it “too much” because
they don’t understand it! I’ll warn you right off the bat that my way of doing things has never been
understated. My style is over-the-top: it’s hip-hop; it’s bling-bling; it’s Elizabeth Taylor and
Donatella Versace! It’s baroque; it’s yards of pearls; it’s Coco Chanel back in the day. It’s
flamboyant, and it’s outrageous. My home is grand. I drive a Bentley and a Rolls Royce (one at a
time, of course!), and as everyone knows by now, I love diamonds. I do! I am outspoken,



extravagant, and larger than life, and I take responsibility for doing things my way, even if it
flaunts convention. So to paraphrase what I have been known to say, so cheerfully and oh-so-
directly, Welcome to my life. Please come on in. But for all you haters who are reading this to
judge me when we’re done—do us all a favor, and put the damn thing down!First things first.
Why did I write this? Because in the six years that I’ve been President and Creative Director of
Baby Phat, I’ve gotten countless questions from girls and women asking me how I got where I
am today and how they can get there too. They might say, “I want to be a designer, a model, a
businesswoman.” Or, “I’ve got young kids too, and I want to feel sexy again.” Sometimes it’s just
the obvious wish: “I want to marry rich and famous like you!” That’s okay, because if it’s the bling
that brings you in—the big old house or the big rocks—now I’ve got your attention for what I
really want to say: aspire to greatness, walk tall, and define your identity the way you want, no
matter what other people say. And if you want to wear huge diamond rocks on every finger,
great! Just don’t think you have to wait for someone else to buy them. (And never mind whether
they’re real or fake!)I’ve traveled a lot, and to my surprise, the chorus continues even halfway
around the world. On a trip to Southeast Asia, I met scores of women thirsty for knowledge.
They’d say, “Your story inspires me—it makes me feel better about my own possibilities!”
Actually, what some of them most wanted to know was, “Damn, how’d you get to be so tall?”
Apparently they’d never seen a half-Asian woman who stands six-foot-four in her stilettos. But I
welcome those questions because what I think they really want to know is, Kimora, how can I be
fabulous too?I connect with women like them because I’m young, I’m pop, and most of all, I’m
not boring! I don’t look like a typical company president, and I don’t talk like one either: I’m a mix
of business, celebrity, and urban chic. I guess you could say my whole approach comes from a
mash-up of high fashion and hip-hop: When you throw those things in the pot, you end up with a
big gumbo of excess and extravagance. Fashion is glamour incarnate, but it’s hiphop that
pushes things over the edge. The hip-hop lifestyle means being on full blast, 24/7; it’s always
luxurious, fun, and sexy. Some people say it’s ostentatious, but what they don’t get is that it’s all
one big celebration, a way of telling the world, “I’m here! I made it!” It’s supposed to be fun! I think
50 Cent pretty much summed up the attitude: “Hate it or love it, the underdog’s on top, and I’m
gonna shine until my heart stops.”I hope that when girls see my clothes, my shoes, or my
outrageous jewelry collection, they feel the thrill of wanting more for themselves too. I love what
my friend André Leon Talley, Vogue magazine’s editor-at-large, said: “If you are successful,
people want to see it. They want to share in the dream.” Amen to that! I want to share my dream
with you. Growing up in the Midwest, there weren’t many rich, famous, foxy female role models
who sparked my imagination. I, like most young women, turned to the fabulousness of Diana
Ross, Tina Turner, and Sophia Loren. Inspired by their glamour, beauty, and strength, at thirteen,
I set sail on my own unconventional career path and just kind of navigated by my gut, learning as
I went. Seventeen years later, my dream has become my living reality.Let me explain my title,
Fabulosity. It came to me in the middle of the night a while back. It’s not just an expression of this
new American Dream in which anyone with a vision and application can claim the prize, no



matter who they are and where they’re from. It’s also a reference to what I did to find happiness: I
pushed myself off the comfortable, but ultimately unsatisfying, path that lay before me in life and
forced myself to pick the more challenging trail instead.When I married my husband, Russell
Simmons, eight years ago, he was an extremely successful man. One of the founders of rap and
its most important record label, he was, and still is, known as the “Godfather of Hip-Hop.” I was a
model almost twenty years his junior. I’d traveled the world, managed my own career and money,
and worked with many of the top names in fashion carving out an independent life, while most
girls my age were getting Slurpees at 7-Eleven. I ran my own show, and I did it pretty well: I built
up a nice little nest-egg and had a foundation for my future. But suddenly at twenty-two, I was
offered the chance to renounce all that responsibility and coast along easy street. I was married
to a mogul! Now, I could be a glamorous dependent: I could put away my modeling portfolio, put
up my tired feet, and relax (while having as many French pedicures as I wanted!) No more
castings, commission fees, and cut-throat competition to worry about—I could busy myself with
maintaining my hair and my house and devote my thoughts to how to be the most fabulous arm-
candy a wealthy man could have. The job of trophy wife was up for grabs, and it was a made-in-
the-shade, pampered-lady fantasy like the ones we used to watch on Dallas and Falcon Crest
growing up, only this time featuring much flyer clothes and cars.I admit, there was a brief
moment when I thought, “This is it; I have arrived!” I was young, madly in love, and the golden
land glimmered seductively for a second: a place where your hair colorist always makes time for
you because you’re his best customer, and there’s not a personal shopper for a hundred miles
that hasn’t run your credit card through the register.But it wasn’t long before the reality set in. A
trophy wife has the most boring, spirit-deadening existence ever! I was used to hustling around
different cities on jobs, using my street-smarts and sharpening my professional skills, not
spending hours swaddled in plush bathrobes or having tennis lessons. In fact, once I quit
working and started setting up my husband’s and my new home, I got an up-close view of the
kept-woman lifestyle. It made me feel sick! To sit on your ass doing nothing but taking French
classes all day, or to ride on someone else’s magic carpet free, or to cash in on someone else’s
fame and fortune—that’s just not fulfilling! I’d get mad even looking at the women we met who’d
married well and given up applying themselves. I’d think, Girl, be charitable! Don’t sit around
doing nothing; at least throw a dinner and raise some money for charity!And I could see the way
the rest of society looked at newly wealthy young wives. Their sharp glances seemed to ask,
“What’s she possibly got to offer beyond her legs and her looks?” I wasn’t having it. The same
itch that made me strike out alone in the workplace at thirteen hit me again in my early twenties: I
had a hunger to do more and be more than the status quo suggested. The role of acquiesent
accessory just didn’t fit my personality—there’s too much I want to say on my own terms to be
known simply as someone’s wife. That whole “hook a rich man” paradigm is actually dis-
empowering to women! To me, security and success has always aligned with working to make
myself successful so that I’d never be dependent on anyone—rather than crossing my fingers;
hoping someone else makes all the decisions. Don’t get me wrong, I’m all for high-maintenance



grooming and looking fabulous (and yes, I do have my fair share of plush bathrobes), but a
woman should be doing it for herself. It’s common sense, isn’t it? What girl with half a brain in her
head puts in the time and effort to have fabulous hair and perfect nails for the good of someone
else’s reputation?So I turned to business. The fact is that being around my husband didn’t make
me want to defer to him or be his designer-dress-wearing Chia Pet. It was the exact opposite—
his success made me hypercompetitive. He had his own investments, so I wanted my own as
well. To this day, almost thirteen years after we met, part of what drives me every single day is to
whup my husband’s ass in business. The other part, of course, is whupping my own ass; I’ve
always been most competitive with myself.It wasn’t an easy path to take. In my position as the
president and CEO of Baby Phat, I’ve had to roll over—and I mean really crush—every
stereotype you can imagine. The “ex-model” cliché: What does she know about fashion? She’s
just a clotheshorse. The “rich man’s wife” cliché: Why’s she trying to meddle with business? She
should just shut up and go shopping. The “socialite” cliché: She’s all about parties and paparazzi
—does she even get up before noon? Even after developing a company that’s close to matching
my husband’s in value, I’ve been called a trophy wife.But I’ve kept going anyway and blown by
the critics. By discovering what I love to do and am good at, I have discovered much more of
myself. And I have made my own title, my own way of seeing things—Fabulosity, not trophy
wife.How does this apply to you? I want to share with you that you can do anything, no matter
what other peoples’ preconceptions may be and no matter what fences seem to surround you.
You might not be called a “trophy wife,” but you might know the feeling of being stuck in a rut,
standing in another’s shadow, or not getting the credit you’re due. It doesn’t have anything to do
with being married or having money or not—you could be a stay-at-home mom who’s working
like crazy to look after the kids or a student who’s got no idea how to get her start in the world.
What I’m talking about is recognizing the urge to bust outside of situations that appear to be
limiting and taking responsibility for your own happiness.When I began working on this book, I
thought it was going to be a guide to great style. A kind of primer in glam—Ghetto Fabulous 101.
But when I started thinking about style, I realized that talking about that stuff—the clothes, the
shoes, the cars—is like starting halfway through the movie. Style is an expression of your
confident, fabulous self; it’s a useful tool and helps you create your persona. But how do you get
the self-assurance to be fabulous in the first place? When other women ask “How do you do it?”,
it’s more than asking how to acquire a killer wardrobe and runway walk. What they’re really
asking is “How do I live out my dreams? How do I create the satisfying life I want for myself when
I can’t see any way to start? How do I project the image of the person I want to be when nobody
is showing me how?” As an answer to those questions, I drafted sixteen laws, one for each
chapter that follows.“There are only two types of women—goddesses and doormats,” Pablo
Picasso once said. Although I think it’s a pretty sexist thing to say, some part of me can’t help but
agree. I think all women are goddesses, and it’s just a matter of letting that goddess-power shine
—and if you don’t try to be the biggest and baddest damn goddess you can be, you are selling
yourself short. Even in our society today, girls are conditioned to be demure, modest, and



bashful about their achievements. I say: Enough! It’s the twenty-first century, and it’s time we
defined a new model of the powerful, self-defined, sexy, and successful woman. The following
are the five key components to my fabulosity philosophy, which I’ll return to again and
again:Confidence: I want you to dream in wide-screen format and to take the steps to put those
dreams into motion. To feel sophisticated, independent, and glamorous! To love yourself enough
to grab for better things. I want you to speak up, speak out, and add your voice to the cultural
mix.Uniqueness: Believe that you should stand out because you’re different, and don’t ever
worry about trying to blend in. Be true to yourself and stick with who you are, through thick and
thin, without letting anyone dilute your essence. Take unconventional routes, and don’t fear if you
don’t have the “right” education, background, or connections.Independence: Make self-reliance
your foundation. Open your own doors, grab your own opportunities, work as hard as you can,
and manage your own money. Carve out the high-profile persona you want, and be high
maintenance on your own dime! Find satisfaction in yourself first before you ever start seeking it
from anyone else.Luxury: Know that every woman deserves to indulge in moments of luxury,
never mind how large or small. Use fashion and beauty to indulge in fabulous, sexy, and feminine
power, and be free to express it however you want.Generosity: To be a good leader, you have to
be a good servant. No amount of cool “lifestyle” things will truly satisfy you until you know that
you are contributing to the world and giving other people happiness. Do not hoard your good
fortune. To whom much is given, much is expected.I’m not telling people to want my life.
Because lives are like fingerprints, we all have different ones. The point is to live the best life you
can live and make a difference in the world while you’re at it! I’ve found a formula that’s worked
for me—and most of it is simple common sense. You know, the stuff your mother always told
you, and you told her to shut up and let you grow! Whether I’m perfect at living with Fabulosity
100 percent of the time or not, I’m going to preach it, and I’m going to practice it. I’m going to talk
the talk and try my best to walk the walk. And when I get down, I remember that this is just a
journey of growing and learning, and I think of the Maya Angelou quote, “You did then what you
knew how to do. When you knew better, you did better!”I do feel like I’ve come a long way in a
short time. The kids used to talk about me and do me so wrong and pull my hair, but look at me
now—not that I want to toot my own horn because I’m trying to be a graceful woman, but toot
toot! Look at me now! The way I’ve done things I feel like all of you are on the journey with me.
Other fashion designers start by producing expensive lines and then work downward to reach
larger audiences with cheaper lines. I’m moving in the opposite direction—upward. First I
created Baby Phat; then we did a contemporary, more expensive line, KLS; and finally, at the top-
level, the Kimora Lee Simmons collection. In other words, I am on the ups! And I want to take my
girls with me, all of you who’ve been with me for the whole ride supporting our vision at Baby
Phat. That’s why I wanted to write this book—for the women who buy my jeans, my shoes, my
jewelry, my cosmetics, and my “Goddess” fragrance and who came up to me in the street and at
in-store promotions. I can’t help but want to give you some of my advice, too. No matter what I’ve
achieved, deep inside I’m still that girl who goes against convention and rocks the status quo.



There’s a lot farther to go; I want you to come with me.Always Aspire!“He who is not courageous
enough to take risks will accomplish nothing in life.”—MUHAMMAD ALI“If I’d observed all the
rules, I’d never have gotten anywhere.”—MARILYN MONROE“You must act as if it is impossible
to fail.”—GHANIAN PROVERB“Although there may be tragedy in your life, there’s always a
possibility to triumph. It doesn’t matter who you are, where you come from. The ability to triumph
begins with you. Always.”—OPRAH WINFREY“It’s a risk, but I believe the best investment you
can make in anything is yourself. Invest in yourself, and then back it up. Back it up with what you
do.”—IMANSelf-belief&ConfidenceP PowerfulR ResponsibleI IndependentD DeterminedE
EntitledLAW#1If you’re gonna buy caviar, make it belugaSO THIS IS THE JUMP OFF. I’m gonna
start with the fundamentals: my ground zero for success. I call it the “Grand Aspiration Theory”—
the G.A.T.—and it’s pretty simple. It goes like this.1. High aspirations breed frustration.2.
Frustration breeds motivation.3. Motivation pushes you to action—whether you take tiny baby
steps or huge strides.4. Action breeds confidence; you start to feel in control.5. Confidence is
cumulative: Once you start acquiring it, you get more and more of it.6. Soon enough, you prove
to yourself that you’re a star who can surmount any obstacle and achieve whatever you decide
you want to achieve with your life. You’re on a roll!And all this because at one point, you let
yourself wish you had something that other people told you was way out of reach.I’ve always had
high aspirations. Even as a small kid, I was never satisfied with the status quo and was deeply
competitive with myself: I always wanted to enhance things and make them better, and I pretty
much always believed I could. Where this strong opinion of myself came from is hard to say.
Partly it was due to my mom. She brought me up on her own in St. Louis, Missouri, and being a
first-generation Asian immigrant, she had high expectations for her only child. Partly it came from
my absentee dad. Since I didn’t see much of my father, I subconsciously turned my insecurity
into action and thought, “If I don’t take charge of my life, nobody else will.” I know all the statistics
and what the numbers say about the benefits of a two-parent family, but it’s not always the reality
—and I think it’s fine either way. Since I was raised by my mother alone, I came out more
empowered, not less. From what I saw, women were the center of the world! We are the center
of the universe! I had the proof in my mother that a woman can do anything, even though the
time, the situation, and everything else may be against her.I’m a Taurus, which means I am
acquisitive and pretty stubborn about doing things my way. So it’s not surprising that the clues to
my ambition started popping up pretty young in the one arena I had some control over—style.
When I was eight, my mom decided I should attend a Girl Scout summer camp outside St. Louis
so that I’d keep busy during the day. She worked for the government as a social security
administrator in charge of thirty people, and I normally went to babysitters after school, but
summertime required more planning. The Girl Scout set-up was nothing fancy—just a place
where regular kids from town would go by school bus to scamper around the woods and learn
how to tie things in knots. But when I heard the words “summer camp,” I figured, “I’ll do summer
camp times ten.” Where most kids were outfitted in sensible neutrals and navy-blue shorts, I
insisted on a perfect, white-on-white sporting ensemble: a crisp Izod polo shirt, Jordache shorts



with stripes on the side, and squeaky clean K-Swiss sneakers. The fact that white clothes
require major upkeep when your daily activities include dodgeball and Twister in the grass didn’t
faze me one bit. If I had to use a toothbrush to keep those sneakers box fresh, so be it. Such was
the price for style.Some would call it picky; I’d call it a natural penchant for Fabulosity and a
desire to rise above the rest. Why blend in with the ordinary? Why be happy with the same-old,
same-old? If everyone else is rocking beige, it’d be just plain silly not to rock magenta.My
insistence on style at all costs was also a small act of rebellion. Although our house was long on
female self-empowerment—my mom was a self-made woman who always told me, “You can do
anything”—it was short on glamour. There wasn’t much cash to throw around on frivolous things
like fashion, so naturally that’s what I wanted most. It drove my mom nuts because she hated to
shop. She’d compromise by taking me to the one-stop shop where they had everything—from
shoelaces to hair bows. Once there, I had to unleash my own meticulous vision and go to major
creative extremes to get the most bang for the buck. Since I was pre-pubescent, most of my
fashion sense revolved around color, usually purple. (It was a Prince thing, I’m sure). I spent
hours picking out the elements to make a complete monochrome ensemble: purple shirt, purple
sweater, purple pants; purple socks, purple sneakers, and purple laces. I’d also carefully watch
the way my older sister (from my father’s previous marriage) put outfits together and use the
funky pieces she passed down to me to create my own looks.As I got more advanced, I
developed a two-tone thing. Red and black perfectly alternated from head to toe: red shirt, black
vest, red skirt, black tights. I had to match everything to the T, and the distribution of color had to
be even. Mom would despair, “Kimora, you don’t have to coordinate the exact same shades of
red. You can wear a purse that’s a different tone of the same shade.” But I knew better. To be
polished and pulled together, I had to be hooked up. I always remember it because everybody
would talk about me—I guess that’s when I made the connection between style and power.
(Maybe those rigid dress codes offer a glimpse of my psychology as well: Even today, I need
order in all aspects of my life to keep chaos at bay. I’m all about lists, charts, polaroiding my
outfits, and doing the numbers three times over.)One of my biggest pleasures back then was to
fly through the streets of St. Louis on my banana-seat bike—probably wearing color-coordinated
bike shorts under my miniskirt and trailing matching ribbons from the handlebars—and look at
the biggest houses on each block, imagining that one day I would live in them. Which one would
I pick? What lawn ornaments would I have out front? Would I build a swimming pool or a tennis
court? Kids do that all the time; they have elaborate fantasies and don’t question whether they
are worthy of them. They start off life with a simple assumption: I deserve something special
simply for being me. My three-year-old, Aoki Lee, maintains that she’s a different princess,
mermaid, or fairy every day of the week, and she never questions whether it’s possible or not!
She announces who she is today and acts accordingly. It’s just that as adults, we lose the skill of
imagining better things and skulk around half the time as if we’re not entitled to want. I didn’t
really know what I wanted the future to bring as I pedaled around those leafy streets, but looking
at those houses, I started sketching colorful fantasies for myself and imagined that what was



coming would involve money, power, and respect.There’s another reason I couldn’t help but
think that I could do anything or be anything I wanted as an eight-year-old. Hello—I’m a child of
the late 1970s! By the time I became a consumer of pop culture, media was bombarding me with
the kind of candyland have-it-all images of what a woman’s life could be. The 1980s was an era
of Wall Street superwomen in padded-shoulder power-suits, Dynasty glEbook Librarys in Bob
Mackie sequins and sapphires, and Janet Jackson telling every little girl like me to take Control.
It was Jennifer Beal in Flashdance, sweating in those legwarmers to prove she was way more
than just a welder, and it was Fame! What-a-feeling! inspiring me that kids with dreams could
make it to the top. And of course there was Madonna, blowing the lid off everything grandma
ever said a woman should be. I guess you could say I had a healthy dose of bronze ambition
from an early age.Factor in that it was the decade of “conspicuous consumption,” full of shiny
Miami Vice Ferraris and turbo-charged speed boats, and you can pretty much see my
daydreams take shape: Everything in them was big, fast, colorful, and luxurious! The
daydreaming worked—twenty years later, I’ve achieved as much as I could’ve hoped for and
more.YOUR HOMEWORK: VISUALIZATIONThere’s a famous female opera singer who takes a
few moments before performances to visualize herself giving an incredible performance,
complete with standing ovations. She runs through the whole scenario quickly in her head to
direct herself in the right direction, as if imagining the only possible outcome is success, and
then she takes the stage with confidence. The same thing goes in any realm of life: Letting the
mind see clearly what the heart really wants often prompts the right choices and manifests the
right outcome. Take some time and play a few scenes in your head of the life you want—the
details are what gives it shape. Maybe in your vision you’re a businesswoman striding down Fifth
Avenue on your way to a power meeting. What are you wearing? What shoes have you picked
out? What is the reaction of people when you walk in the room? What fantastic trip are you on
after this meeting? I’m not saying indulge in these as escapisms: It’s sketching out a picture of
what you want to achieve so that you can make a grab for it.So why does having high aspirations
get such a bad rap these days, at least in mainstream culture? If a woman is seen to be wanting
too much and aiming too high, she’ll get taken down in a hail of snippy comments: “She’s got
delusions of grandeur! Who does she think she is? What a social climber!” As if it’s a negative
thing to want to play with different cards from the ones you were dealt.I don’t get it. Without
aspirations for a better existence, you’re stuck in the mud and going nowhere. To me, if a person
never wishes for more rewards and a better quality of life, she’s being complacent. And she’s
selling herself short because she never even gets close to stretching her potential. In my
opinion, not having aspirations is cause for alarm. When I hear someone’s suffering from apathy
and has lost that itch to achieve more, do more, or be more, I want to run out and give her mouth-
to-mouth resuscitation and wake her up with a real Kimora Lee Simmons bang! The whole
neighborhood would hear me yelling: “What? Are you content to be scraping by week to week,
getting paid less than you deserve?” Or, “You’re okay with dating that loser guy who’s already got
three kids by three other women?” Or, “You’re happy to be that man’s mail-opener for twenty



years when by now you could be head of the department? Wake up! Stop sleepwalking through
your life!” Then if that didn’t work, she’d have to go, honey! Life is too short for that.KNOW YOUR
VALUEAnd you, Ms. Hard-Working-Homemaker, dealing with the kids, the pets, your aging
parents, all on your own? Did you ever add up the time you spent cooking and cleaning at home
and find out what the going rate is for a maid and a chef just so you know what you’re worth? Not
to mention a food-shopper, babysitter, and elderly-parent caretaker too? This is not cheap labor
you’re performing! Push for your rewards and your rights. My point is that you can never afford to
get complacent about your value. Whether you’re juggling three part-time jobs or working at
home, don’t just float through life taking the cards that you are dealt. Maybe you need to rent the
movie Waiting to Exhale.I’m not trying to dump on any of my sisters. It’s the opposite. I think
women are all-powerful, all-mighty goddesses who can do any- and everything they want. It
makes me mad when I see girls who are too accepting of what they have when what they’ve
ended up with is not at all close to what they always wanted. It makes me so frustrated to see
women who don’t feel the fire burning up inside them that makes them say, “Screw you, I’m
worth more than this!” So you got pregnant at a young age, and people told you your life was
over? You failed all your tests, and teachers said you wouldn’t amount to much? You picked the
wrong job, wrong man, or wrong town and feel the walls closing in? Get it together and get
started with the next chapter of your story! Keep the momentum moving forward and know that
it’s easier to make adjustments once you’re in motion than if you’re frozen on the spot.If you look
up the word “aspire” in the dictionary, there are two definitions. One, to seek to attain a particular
goal. And two, to soar to a great height. Now I ask you, who hasn’t wanted to fly at some point in
their lives? Who doesn’t dream of gliding over treetops when they’re in their beds at night? You
probably thought it was possible when you were five years old and stood three-feet tall in your
Mary Janes. So what happened between then and now that you stopped wanting to soar—when
did you start being so irresponsible to yourself?I’m big on aspiration mainly because I don’t fully
believe in lucky breaks, fairy godmothers, or men on white horses coming to save the day. I think
you have to want things for yourself, make them happen for yourself, and take risks to put your
own dreams into motion. Once you do that, it’s amazing how the doors start opening—but they
don’t swing wide when you’re hanging out at home reading your old Cosmo magazines for the
fourth time in a row. Don’t get me wrong: I’m not saying you should simply aspire to make a ton of
cash or get famous. Instead, I think that first and foremost, you should aspire to a level of
personal excellence—to be the best you can be. You should aspire to have the richest life you
can get in terms of fulfillment, happiness, and peace. And then, hell, when it comes to material
things, sign up for the best there is as well because this should be your default attitude about
everything in life: You want caviar, so you reach for the top shelf and snatch the Beluga—it’s the
best!That’s what I mean when I say, I want to inspire you to aspire. I want to be your own
personal Lynda Carter, aka Wonder Woman—the larger-than-life fox in a satin bustier who
makes you want to throw a lasso around your dreams. I’m like the 2005 version of Jane Fonda in
1985: “Come on ladies, you can do it, feel the burn!” Only I do it in jeans and stilettos. I’m not



flaunting a fancy lifestyle to tease you. I’m not trying to make you crazy by dangling a diamond
ring in your face like a carrot on a stick. I just want to light a fire under your ass. Because in my
opinion, actively wanting the best you can get is like switching on the AC volt. It empowers you to
get your butt off the damn couch, turn off the TV, and make something of your life.The key is to
cultivate a sense of entitlement. I know, I know—entitlement is another one of those words that
are frowned upon. It means to act like you think you’re “too good,” right? It means you’re a snooty
bitch with her nose in the air, right? Double wrong. What entitlement means is to have a right, a
privilege, a claim to something. Entitlement means giving yourself permission to reach, and I
believe every single person needs a healthy dose of it to get anywhere in life. Do you think
Serena Williams ever wins a trophy by muttering as she walks on court, “Maybe if I’m lucky and
the other girl’s got cramps…” No! She walks on with 300 percent entitlement, thinking, “I have
sweated my ass off for months, and I am going to take that trophy home if it’s the last thing I do
because I deserve it!” Game on!If you can’t picture ever winning some kind of glittering gold cup
and holding it above your head while the cameras pop, I think you’re suffering from a lack of
imagination that’s rooted in fear. Fear of change, fear of trying and not succeeding, or fear that
you won’t even know what to ask for because the exact trophy you want isn’t clear to you yet or
perhaps the path isn’t obvious. But here’s a revelation that might help: It’s not a weakness if you
don’t know what to do with your life—that’s the state most of us are in most of the time. The
weakness is if you don’t want anything at all and settle for just the minimum of what you can get.I
always tell people that if you don’t know what to do with your life, go to school or college. Don’t
sit at home doing nothing and not know! You don’t have to know what you want to be when you
graduate. Get active. Take the classes, meet the people, and a clearer path will emerge than if
you were just sitting at home. Because you can’t generate something from nothing—no matter
how hard you sit and think it over. And this applies to anything in life. If you don’t know what to
do, just do something.fabulous: Amazingly or almost unbelievably great or wonderful. Existing
only in, described in, or typical of myths and legends.DO IT YOURSELF # 1:START A
JOURNAL.Saying your intentions out loud and writing them down on paper confirms things and
makes them happen. It’s a way of stating your intention to the universe. Keeping a journal that
only you have access to is a very healthy way of downloading your hopes, dreams, and wishes
and giving them concrete form.To me, fear and frustration are useful things. When you’re in a
swirl of frustration because you can’t see the way out or you hate your life, that energy fires up
the cylinders. It’s like cranking the motor that drives change. Frustration is what made me get on
a plane to go work in Paris as a thirteen year old, not knowing a soul there or speaking a lick of
French. Frustration is what made me want to develop a fashion brand as a young woman when a
rational person would’ve thought they didn’t have the know-how. As for fear? Let’s just say that
fear of failure is the best motivator there is—at least until you’re enlightened enough to be
completely fearless, which is the ultimate goal for all of us, isn’t it? ’Til we all get there, I say,
appreciate how fears of failure and of wasted opportunity can drive a person forward!Here’s my
truth: I never had a concrete picture of what I wanted. I never knew I wanted to become X, Y, or Z



in terms of jobs or career. But I did know I wanted to be someone that people talked about for
being excellent. I figured life would show me how and where to make the turns along the way.
And meanwhile I set for myself the best goals I could—even if they were very broad ones like
“make a million dollars.” I had intentions of the kind of life I wanted—a big life, a trophy life full of
stimulation, rewards, luxury, and love. That was enough to make me think positively about my
own potential.What I’ve discovered since that time is that almost every successful person I’ve
met has come up with their own unique way of creatively visualizing success. They declare their
intentions to themselves and to the world by writing them down, saying them each morning as
affirmations, or drawing a picture of what they want rather than holding their hopes close to their
chests like a guilty secret. I read that Tiger Woods put his goals on index cards and stared at
them every day! It doesn’t have to get more artistic than that. By stating something you truly
want, you show yourself that you believe in your goal, even if you don’t know exactly how you’ll
get from A to Z. Get started, hold yourself to a high standard of self-worth, and let life take care
of the rest.worthy: Fully deserving of something, usually as a suitable reward for merit or
importance; valuable: cherished or esteemed because of personal qualities.EDUCATE
YOURSELF! Suck up knowledge, take classes, ask questions—and read.At the time of writing
that million-dollar check, I really believed I was a million-dollar woman. I believed that I would
make that money myself—I’ve always been of the school of thought that you should do
everything yourself because you can. Fourteen years later, I’m starting to understand that money
is just a way to quantify success and see if you’ve hit certain goals. What really drives all of us is
the need to prove ourselves and make something of our lives: It’s a need for self-respect. But I
recognize that money has made many a person, including myself, get the brick out of their ass.
So I won’t ever tell you not to write yourself a check like that—just remember to factor in inflation.
A billion is the new one million!By now it’s probably clear that I think the starting point to
absolutely everything good in life is not your background or your social situation. It’s self-
confidence. Luckily, confidence is one of the few things in life that’s free, and it accumulates
quickly. You can start with really simple things, like pulling yourself together and taking pride in
whatever you have, even if it’s one pair of jeans and a couple of T-shirts that you iron and
accessorize differently each day or writing one good paper or report at work that you know is
your best work. That’s the first nugget; then you acquire more scraps of confidence along the
way because in my experience life puts the obstacles and challenges on that path where a
person needs to grow.Kimora’s guaranteed top five confidence tips1. Never say never. Banish
certain words from the brain: “can’t,” “won’t,” and “don’t.” Any time you think you can’t, you can’t.
All of us need to retrain our brains because negative thoughts do become true if we believe
them: I’m a loser; I’ll never amount to much. Believe and know that you are everything you’ll ever
want. Whatever you believe and know about yourself is what it’s going to be.2. Fake it ’til you
make it. I don’t mean to fake being somebody you’re not or being a phony. I mean tell yourself
that you’re great even when some part of you is doubting it. It’s a trick-start, just like when your
car dies and you push it down the hill to start because it catches from the momentum. You don’t



even have to believe everything’s going to turn out or that you can achieve it all right now—fake
that you do, and it will get you moving forward.3. Trust there’s a reason that you are there, not
someone else. This is a trick I used any time I got nervous as a model, up there on the catwalk in
front of hundreds of people. I figured, “I am up here; you are down there in your seat. If you think
you can do it better, you get up here and do it, and I’ll go take your chair. But for now, I’m the one
here, so even if I fall flat on my face, it’s still more than what you’re doing in your chair!” Once I
acquired that attitude, my steps got stronger, and my head got higher. I’ve continued to use that
throughout my life, whether I have to give a speech or attend a big red-carpet event. I tell myself,
“I’m here because I deserve to be here, not because of some mistake.”4. Believe other people’s
confidence in you, even when you don’t believe it yourself. I learned this early on thanks to an
older model—let’s call her Jennifer. She was another part-Asian runway model who was in her
thirties when I was thirteen, and she hated me for being on her turf. So when we got paired up to
walk the runway—back in the day, fashion shows were a little more choreographed—she would
“forget” to do the turn at the top of the catwalk and just keep on walking, leaving me in the dust
out there alone. I was mortified, but I chose to believe the people who consoled me: “No, she’s
the fool; it’s obvious she did it on purpose. It only made her look bad, not you.” I chose to go with
their words instead of my own thoughts. Reveling in self-pity and going, “Oh my god, I looked so
bad; everyone hates me!” would have made me want to run and hide.
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Stella Carrier, “Book Guide From Kimora Lee. I confess that I simply purchased Fabulosity: What
It Is and How To Get It by Kimora Lee Simmons after images and the title of the book flashed in
my mind. I had previously thought of purchasing this book before and acted on an intuitive whim
due to the fact that she parlays an image as an ambitious success. I admit that I do not know if
she projects this regardless of what her publicists/public relations reps portray her as. However,
she does generously share in the book what she did to achieve her dreams and admits that one
of the members of her entourage does PR. However, I would think it is common knowledge that
many rich and famous celebrities have publicists/public relations representatives working for
them behind the scenes. The following is some of the fascinating information in this book:Work
and Power Chapter (pages 59-77): She mentions some details of her own career trajectory and
ways to go about creating your own opportunities (rather than waiting for someone to let you in
through the front door, metaphorically speaking).Pages 131-145 (Image and Body): Information
is written on ways to feel more powerful and fabulous while building up a persona on a budget
plus other tidbits.Romance and Lifestyle (pages 193-225): The author mentions what she has
seen among her female friends trying to have a happy love life. Details are also shared on what
happened during the early stages of the relationship between her and Russell
Simmons.Positivity and Sustainability (Pages 243-255): I really enjoy the fun tip she shares on
expanding your world when traveling out of the neighborhood is still a dream (page 250). Of
course, there is much more uplifting information in this book.”

terra, “ . It’s Nov 2019 almost 2020, and the laws for fabulosity are still relevant! Ms. Kimora did
that. Timeless read, very much worth it.”

Shopping Bean Gal, “Fabulosity with Some Couragosity. I really enjoyed this book a great deal.
She shared her thoughts on many things, her childhood, her career..... Directly up front and
personal. But mostly she was intent on encouraging her readers, and those who buy her line of
clothing to reach for the stars, no matter what type they are. She told the truth that you don't
have to be in a glitzy place for your dreams and goals to come to fruition. She appreciates her
life, and what she has accomplished. But her feet are firmly on the ground, because she would
rather talk to you than to be so wrapped up in material things over humans. All it takes for all of
us to do is believe in ourselves, no matter how hard that maybe. I digress. I especially love this
book because I am building a small business and a lot of things she mentioned about the
importance of marketing and image, is a big huge factor, even if you are not in the fashion
business. Finally, she talks plain out and from the heart. And her heart is full of a humorous
spirit, but also sensitivity and care are there in the fullest. Read what Kimora has to say, you may
find something that really hits home!”

Tamara C. Thomas, “Read it For Yourself. I am a twenty-seven year old aspiring entrepreneur. I



read "self-help" and autobiographical books related to the subject for inspiration. I knew about
Babyphat and Kimora Lee Simmons but never really considered myself a fan. I watched a few
episodes of her reality show and became more interested in Kimora. Consequently, I researched
her book. The reviews were on each end of the spectrum and not many readers were in
between. It was love it or hate it. That intrigued me even more and I decided that I must read the
book and draw my own conclusion. I went to Barnes and Noble and grabbed the paperback off
the shelf, flipped to the introduction and read the first page. It told of a time, prior to her success
in business, where she took out her checkbook, wrote herself a check for a million dollars and
tucked it in a box with her most prized possessions. Her intro was about the fact that you have to
dream big before anything grand can happen in your life. I was hooked. So hooked that I put the
paperback back on the shelf and ordered a hardback copy from Amazon.com and I am so glad
that I did. I was reminded of a lot of good principles to apply to business and life in general. I also
developed a more accurate perception of Kimora and have come to respect her moreso as a
business woman. Read as many reviews of this book as you choose but the most rewarding
thing you can do for yourself is read the book...gather your own opinion.”

Little Miss Cutey, “Fun read and also interesting :-). Kimora Lee Simmons started modeling
when she was 13 and now as an adult she is an entrepreneur (a multi million dollar one). I love
her Baby Phat range (I own many items) and now comes a book from Ms Simmons. This is a
good read about how to feel fabulous and answers questions about motherhood, independant
women and how to be internally fabulous rather than only have external things to make us feel
that way (good shoes, bags etc). She helps you learn how to feel comfortable in your own skin
and make the most of what you've got if you don't look quite like Kimora. It's a fun read that's
hard to put down, and I recommend it for all women and even girls who don't feel great about
themselves and want to make a change in the right direction. And if you are also a fan of Baby
Phat, this is the lady who's brought it to you.  Love this book.”

Makiya, “Essential Guide For Womanhood In The 2020s!. The timeless life handbook that every
woman just has to read! Kimora provides a vivid guide on how to navigate several life areas.
Here are the chapters, they cover an array of juicy topics: self belief & confidence, work & power,
independence, image & body, romance & lifestyle, and positiviy & sustainability.This book
stands leagues above others in the women self-help genre (I've read a lot!) as it gives very
detailed steps and strategies for readers to be bold and go after the life we invision and deserve,
whatever that may be for the individual. This book has for sure changed the way I approach
various situations, enhanced my confidence, and allowed me to recognise my qualities and
value my abilities. Its tools are just as relevant now, as when it was first published. Leave your
comfort zone behind and take a chance on this book!”

Summer, “The best Hyperfeminine, ambitious. The bestHyperfeminine, ambitious, driven,



glamorous, succulent, beautiful words of wisdom from a very accomplished women. She walked
the walk and beautifully delivers the talk.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Brilliant book. Love my books and Amazon sell the best condition ones”

Fiona, “Fabulous!. I wasnt sure what to expect as not being American didnt know who this lady
was! Its an inspiring book, telling the story of how Kimora Lee Simmons grew up in a small town
in the US, no father, but a hard working mum. Talent spotted and worked her way up and
became a huge star - BUT she does appear very grounded. Book gives life/financial/relationship
advice. It is very American and larger than life but why not!”

WritersCollective, “Worth its weight in gold. Excellently written spectacularly put and marvelously
put together this is a snapshot of a modern treasure”

The book by Kimora Lee Simmons has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 201 people have provided
feedback.
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